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        LogTag TRIX-8 Temperature Data Recorder    

    



            SKU
        TRIX-8




 
	




    


        $32.00
                






        	-40°C to 85°C Temperature Measurement Range with ±0.5°C Accuracy
	2 to 3 Year Battery Life @ 25 Minute Sampling Interval
	Customizable Alarm Settings and LED Indicators
	Designed with FDA 21 CFR Part 11 Digital Signatures








            
        Requires USB Docking Station (LTI-HID). Software Available as a Free Download








    
        
        
        
        
                                                    
    
        


            
    
        ISO/IEC 17025:2017 Calibration Certificate
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                    ISO 25° Temperature Calibration Service w/ Uncertainty Data                
                +


        $39.00
        
            
        

            
        
            
            
                
                    ISO Temperature Calibration Service w/ Uncertainty Data                
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Overview of the LogTag Trix-8 Temperature Data Recorder

This multi-trip LogTag temperature recorder can accurately measure over a high range (-40 to 185 degrees Fahrenheit). It provides high-resolution readings and is highly versatile. It's housed in an extremely durable polycarbonate case and has a real-time clock for temperature readings with date/time stamps. Features include up to 3 years of battery life, customizable alarms and a lightning-fast download time.
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                LogTag Analyser Version 3 Software User Manual
            
            


    
                    (Size: 7.48 MB)
                    


            
            Version 3.2        
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                LogTag Quick Start Guide
            
            


    
                    (Size: 0.18 MB)
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                LogTag Analyzer 3 Software
            
            


    
                    (Size: 81.5 MB)
                    


            
            Version 3.2.5 - Compatible with All LogTag Data Recorders        
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                LogTag Application Note: Sharing Files with Multiple Users
            
            


    
                    (Size: 0.27 MB)
                    


            
            How to Share LogTag Files  with Multiple Users on a Windows Computer        
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                LogTag: Resolving USB Installation Issues
            
            


    
                    (Size: 0.35 MB)
                    


    


                                    

                                

                

                                                                            
                    
                        Specifications                    
                

                
                    
        LogTag Trix-8 Temperature Data Recorder Specifications
 	Temperature	Measurement Range: -40°C to 85°C
Accuracy @ ±0.5°C: -20°C to +40°C
Accuracy @ ±0.7°C: -30°C to -20°C; +40°C to +60°C
Accuracy @ ±0.8°C: 60°C to 85°C
Accuracy @ ±0.9°C: -40°C to -30°C
Resolution < 0.1°C: -40°C to 40°C 0.2°C (40°C to 80°C)
Resolution < 0.2°C: 40°C to 80°C
Resolution < 0.4°C: 80°C to 85°C
	Sensor Reaction Time	Typically less than 5 minutes (T90) in moving air.
	Data Storage Capacity	8000 Readings (16000 bytes Memory)
	Sampling Frequency	30 Seconds to 18 Hours
	Recording Indication	Can be configured to flash when preset conditions are encountered.
	Download Time	Typically with full memory (8000 readings) in less than 5 secs depending on computer or readout device used.
	Standards Compliance	IP65 ( Protected against dust and low pressure jets of water, similar to NEMA 13 rating )
EC EMC directives (EN 50081-1:1992 & EN 61000-6-1:2001), FCC Part 15 Subparts A and B, EN12830:1999 for transport, storage and distribution of chilled, frozen, deep frozen, quick-frozen food and others.
	Power Source	3 Volt Lithium Battery - Non-Replaceable
	Battery Life	Typically 2 to 3 Years of Normal Use @ 15 Minute Sampling Interval and Monthly Data Downloads
	Software Compatibility	Windows 11, 10 and 7 (64-Bit and 32-Bit)
	Case Material	Polycarbonate
	Weight	35g
	Dimensions	86mm x 54.5mm x 8.6mm (3.39" x 2.14" x 0.33")
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                                            LogTag USB Interface Cradle
                                    
									LTI-HID

									                                    
										In Stock
									

									                                    	


    


        $49.00
        



									                                                                    		
                                    			Docking Station with USB Connection
	New! Replaces LTI-USB Docking Station
	New! LED Green (Active, Ready) and Red (Busy, Error) LED Indicators
	Uses Native Drivers from Windows OS
	Compatible with LogTag Data Recorders
	Operating Temperature -20°C to 60°C
	1.5m Cable Length, Powered From Computer
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                        FAQs                    
                

                
                    
    
        Customer Questions
    

    
                
            
                
                    The specs say it's a non-replaceable battery.  Is it rechargeable?  If so, does it come with a charger?                

            

            
                The logger does not have a rechargeable battery.  The battery in the logger is rated at 2-3 years under normal use.  Once the battery dies you must replace the logger.

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    Does it convert to Fahrenheit??                

            

            
                Yes, you can choose what temperature scale you want to view the data in while setting up the logger in the software. 

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    How do you determine the calibration point temperature? We would be using these to monitor temperature in a bat house in coastal california. The temp ranges from about 35F to 95F, but it's mostly in the 50's - 70's year round.                

            

            
                Great question!  We get asked this quite often.  The calibration point is simply the temperature at which we validate (or test) the accuracy of the logger.  One common misconception is that the calibration is required or else the logger...

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    Is there some kind of alert to when the battery is getting low. I wouldn't want it to die and loose all my logged temps.                

            

            
                There is no battery alarm while the logger is in use however if you attempt to launch the logger and there is less than 20% battery life remaining the software will warn you to replace the logger. 

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    How many probes does it have ? Can I measure 40 temperature points simultaneously and save it ?                

            

            
                This logger has a single internal temperature sensor.  It does not have nor is able to accept external probes.  LogTag does make a logger called the TREX-8 which uses a single external probe. 

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    Will downloading everyday effect battery life? Also, I want to hang the recorder in back of 
truck -trailer in plastic sleeve is this OK for this type of recorder ?                

            

            
                The frequency at which you download the data at will affect the battery life of the logger.  It's tough to say by how much exactly as there are many other variables that affect the battery life of the logger.  Generally speaking we find that...

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    Can it be used outdoors?                

            

            
                This logger is designed to be used indoors only.  If you use it outdoors you will need to protect it so that it is not exposed to condensing moisture. 

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    What is the accuracy of the clock on the Trix-8 and the Trix-16?                

            

            
                The clock accuracy on the TRIX-8 & TRIX-16 is ±25ppm @ 25°C (equivalent to 2.5 seconds/day).

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    Can the data logger be switched off then reused at another time days / weeks / months later in the 2 -3 year period                

            

            
                Yes, the logger can be stopped and then reused at another time as long as the battery life is sufficient.  If you know you won't be using it for a while you can put the logger in hibernation mode.  This will greatly reduce the power drain on...

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    Is the device capable of sending remote alarms?                

            

            
                No.  The TRIX-8 does have an alarm function but it is only a visual alarm indicator on the logger itself.  The software will also note any alarms that happened in the data but there is no remote notification function available with this product...

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    Will it download to a Apple product?                

            

            
                No, the LogTag software is only compatible with Windows. If you would like a logger to use on Mac OS I would suggest you look at temperature loggers from Onset or Senonics, both of which offer versions of their software for Mac OS.

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    Is the software compatible with Windows 10?                

            

            
                Yes, it will work with Windows10

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    Can we buy Tag only.. We have a usb docking station already.                

            

            
                Yes, when you use the "add to cart" button for this product you are only purchasing the logger itself.  It will work in your existing docking station although depending on how old your software is you may have to update it for it to work properly...

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    What is the difference between TRIX-8 and TRIX-16 data loggers?                

            

            
                The only difference between the two versions is that the TRIX-8 has enough internal memory to store 8k readings while the TRIX-16 can store just over 16k readings.

                
                    
                                            
    


                                    

            

        

            
            
                
                    What are the specifications on the software?                

            

            
                 LogTag® Analyzer software provides an easy to use, powerful platform for configuring any LogTag® recorder product before deployment and for data analysis when the recorder is retrieved.
 Optional automatic download of data when a new...
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	Subscribe to our Newsletter
	Sign up to be the first to learn about new products and receive exclusive offers from MicroDAQ, LLC
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An authorized stocking distributor of over 30 manufacturers of data logging, data acquisition and weather station products. We address the data logging and recording needs of the transportation, agriculture, pharmaceutical, HVAC/R, environmental, educational, scientific and industrial communities.




Contact Us
	Phone: (603) 746-5524
	Email our Sales Department
or get Technical Support
	29 Pembroke Rd
Concord, NH 03301
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